
Ministry and Oversight Committee 
Report to November Business Meeting 

 
M&O Committee met  on Tuesday November 10, with all members attending as well as the clerk. 
 
We discussed hybrid meetings and believe that it is still safe to hold them because we are complying with 
physical distancing and mask-wearing guidelines. The clerk believes it would not be safe if weather 
becomes cold and damp. We also noticed a rising Community spread which is worth continuing to 
monitor. 
 
It seems that some of us do not feel that the hybrid meeting is truly one meeting, but one friend 
commented that they are getting more used to it. Last week 7 people attended on the porch. While we 
were pleased that three people now know how to set up the technological aspects for the porch/Zoom 
connection, we also noted that clerking is difficult. When the clerk is on the porch he cannot easily see the 
Zoom attenders. If the clerk were on the Zoom he could not easily see the porch attenders. Using the 
microphone on the porch works well for Zoom attenders but not for porch attenders. We continue the 
RSVP request in part because we may decide to cancel a porch meeting the Friday before that Sunday, 
due to weather or developing Covid19 totals. We are monitoring the city guidelines regarding public 
activities and if the city dashboard shows on increase from low or moderate to a higher level of danger in 
the community or if the weather is cold and damp we will probably need to cancel that week's porch 
meeting. We still need a wider circle of set up helpers for the porch meeting. 
 
One idea for resolving some of the difficulties in the hybrid meeting would be to hold a porch meeting in 
the afternoon while keeping a Zoom meeting in the morning. We would like feedback from meeting 
regarding that idea. 
 
We considered our proposal to finance committee, and while M&O has a budget line for Friends Journal 
subscriptions and copies of Faith and Practices for new members, as well as a line for emergency 
assistance, we do not see a need to change that from the 2020 budget.  
 
We discussed personal issues that friends or attenders may have and planned following up on those 
issues. 

 

The organizers of Dream Week asked if we wished to put on a virtual event as part of their celebration. (It 
will be virtual this year.)  Gretchen was interested in organizing, and we agreed that she could ask 
Patricia Boyce Simms if she would be interested. [Patricia has since replied “yes”.] Gretchen will need 
Friends’ assistance in this effort. 

 


